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ACROSS

1 Corn holder?
4 __ the mornin’!
8 Nannies are some
13 Silk hat
19 Shakespearean prince
20 Vex
21 Machu Picchu’s people
22 Vacation house, sometimes
23 Listed
25 Light comedy type
27 String quartet’s offering
29 Forwarded
30 Fair grade
31 Fundamental principle
32 Went first
33 Caviar
34 Stadium shouts
36 Mortise insert
37 __ Crues, NM
38 Bizarre
40 Hooray, another way
41 Youth
42 Wrestlers’ surface
43 Fashion first name
44 Trade by trading?
46 Commercial complex
51 Capp and Capone
54 Spiritual supervisor
55 Pizza portion
56 Total
57 Last word?
58 USNA grad
59 Singer Vikki
60 Frolic
61 Ronal of “Stormy Weather”
62 Impulsiveness
65 Scout leader
67 Joseph or Stewart
68 Italian wine center
69 Bowine sounds
70 Acad. evaluation
71 Clay, later
72 Erwin and others of TV
73 Moray, say
74 Mr. Chips portrayer
75 Passes
79 Owned
80 Moving event
82 Not certain
83 Structural support beam
85 “Demon” beverage
86 Follower of 30 Across
87 Storage place
88 Petr of tennis
89 Sibling, for short
90 Muslim mystics
93 Pulitzer composer
94 Logical beginning?
95 Took a chair
96 Drought-tolerant legumes
97 Exist, pl.
98 Hide in a hold
101 Wags among the books
105 Social parasite
107 Beautifying

108 Old, to Yves
109 ___ can’t!
110 Busy as ___
111 Distinctive time
112 Snickered
113 Urchin, in Paris
114 Sun. speeches
115 Article, in Aachen

116

DOWN

1 À la mode
2 Solemn promise
3 Grandstand
4 Utes or Otoes
5 Leak slowly
6 Like many ears
7 Dad, to some
8 Onion-garnished drink
9 __ a million; rare
10 Current duo for short
11 H.M.S. Pinafore hand
12 Nocturnal rumbles
13 1958 Nobel physicist
14 Easy as falling ___ log
15 Treeless tract
16 Clue and charades
17 Did what 52 Down did
18 “Licorice stick”, for one
24 Sras., in Paris
26 Ref. work
28 Numero ___
32 Unpunctual
34 “Old Dominin” senator
35 Jai ___
36 Diamond protectors
37 Brussels needlepoint, e.g.
38 Verbose
39 Wapiti
41 Sierra __, W. Africa
42 It’s a small world
45 Mother of Achilles
46 Seminole leader
47 Open pies
48 Unyielding
49 Atelier accessory
50 Jewish month
52 TV’s Jay
53 Duck soup
57 Close associates
60 Perfume container, e.g.
62 Muddle
63 The Charles’s canine
64 Convertible
65 Active one
66 Geneticists’ abbr.
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67 Unaccompanied
69 Golf’s Mark O___
71 Bouts of chills
74 God: L.
76 Underlined
77 Soft French cheese
78 Cravings
80 Wander idly
81 Pluck
84 Chocolate delight
86 Prepare for bed
88 Organic compound
89 Words of wisdom
90 Overcome
91 Egypt and Syria, once
92 Free-for-all
93 Dies ___
95 Eric Canal mule
96 Early copters
97 Pinnacles
98 Blind segment
99 Writer/Pulitzer-winner
100 Proceed
101 Sets down
102 North Sea feeder
103 Ominous
104 Cicatrix
106 Uproarious place